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Interiors Guide

To customise the look and feel
of your Sovereign Court apartment
or penthouse, you can use this guide
to select from St George’s carefully
chosen palette of colours, finishes
and specifications for kitchens,
bathrooms, bedrooms and living
spaces. The following interiors
guide will help you visualise the
beauty of your new home.
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“The apartments are designed to a high quality,
contemporary specification. The rooms maximise
their relationship with the outside through large
windows that allow a good level of natural light.
Spacious terraces and balconies connect the internal
space with the vibrant and dynamic surroundings.”
Xander Du Plessis, Technical Director, St George.
The focus is on premium materials and a palette
of natural tones to create a cool, calming and light
space. Rooms are clean and refreshingly uncluttered
with distinctive ‘zones’, and well-appointed slim line
furniture saves space and ensures statement pieces
remain the luxurious focus.

Designer's Vision

The pure, modern lines and neutral
base palette throughout allow
for bolder accent colours in soft
furnishings and accessories, to build
up the layers of decoration. It is
these different layers of texture and
tone that add luxury to the scheme.

St George has worked with
esteemed interior designer Helen
Turkington on the design of
Sovereign Court interiors. Helen
is one of the most influential and
talented designers within the UK
and Ireland, with a reputation
for blending sophistication with
simple, refined livability.
Working in partnership with
Xander Du Plessis, Technical
Director at St George, the result
is a classic yet contemporary,
timeless style which can be easily
adapted over the years.

Sumptuous deep-pile carpets and
oak flooring give a premium touch
to the interior, as do the large-scale
kitchen and bathroom tiles. The
bathrooms come with a marble
wall that opens up the space. Every
internal detail of the Sovereign
Court apartments and penthouses
has been considered to make your
decision process effortless.
As an investor, you can simply pick
your preferred design package to
easily create an elegant home. As an
owner occupier, you might want to
add more personal effects.
You simply choose your preferred
design collection to easily create
an elegant home. Our Customer
Service team will be available to
advise you on your interior choices.
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Collections
The interiors at Sovereign Court
have been created by awardwinning designers. Each of the
six interior concepts incorporate
the finest hardwood, marble
and other natural materials,
skilfully combined with exquisite
craftsmanship and meticulous
attention to detail.

The Imperial Collection

The Regal Collection
Careful use of contrasting tones
and textures give each palette
in the Regal Collection its own
distinctive aesthetic and ambiance.
The Brompton is warm and
natural, The Connaught cool and
neutral, while The Grosvenor is
rich and opulent. Deceptively
simple yet incredibly effective,
these interiors give your new home
a timeless elegance.

The Imperial Collection has been specially reserved
for our finest apartments and penthouses. The
Burlington is warm and restrained, the Sanderson
sharp and refined, while the Portman blends a
complex palette of natural tones and textures. The
finest materials, craftsmanship and design talent
combine to create a spectacular, and lasting, effect.
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The Brompton
A rich blend of
sophisticated tones
—
Wood flooring throughout.
Kitchens feature mocha and dark
oak units with polished marble
worktops in complementary tones.
Wardrobes are constructed in
Pamplona oak effect, with painted
glass doors; bathrooms are finished
with classic white marble tiles, with
dark oak units and Turkish Light
Emprador marble surfaces.

The Regal
Collection

The Connaught
A clean, crisp,
contemporary palette
—
Wood flooring throughout.
Kitchens offer white and chocolate
oak units which complement
and contrast with white Cararra
marble worktops. Bathrooms offer
a sophisticated blend of white
floor and wall tiles, grey oak units
and dark coffee-toned marble.
Wardrobes are finished internally
in Pamplona oak effect, with dark
grey painted-glass doors.

The Grosvenor
Warm, natural tones in perfect harmony
—
Wood flooring throughout. Dark grey and chocolate
oak units contrast elegantly with Grigio Venato marble
worktops in kitchens. Bathrooms feature bright white
floor and wall tiles, Pamplona oak effect units and deep
brown marble surfaces. Wardrobes boast dark grey
painted-glass doors, and Pamplona oak effect interiors.
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The Portman
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Light, chic and tranquil
—
Wood flooring throughout. Pale
marble worktops and bright white
doors contrast with bold, solid oak
units in the kitchens. Bathrooms
feature light-toned floor and
wall tiles with darker contrast
marble, and mirrored unit doors.
Wardrobes are constructed in
Pamplona oak effect with dark
leather doors.

The Imperial
Collection

The Sanderson
Clean, classical elegance
—
Wood flooring throughout.
Chocolate oak units contrast
sharply with the white doors and
polished white marble worktops
in kitchens. Bathrooms feature
contrasting white and dark polished
marble surfaces, with mirrored
unit doors. Wardrobe doors are
finished in dark leather effect, with
Pamplona oak effect interiors.

The Burlington
A bold, eclectic mix of colours and tones
—
Wood flooring throughout. Solid oak and polished
white units combine with dark Turkish marble to
make a strong style statement in the kitchens: light
and dark Emprador marble and polished units perform
the same alchemy in the bathrooms. Dark leather
effect doors and oak interiors give the wardrobes a
sense of purposeful solidity.
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Standard
Specification
Bathroom specification
3 interior design colour palettes
Porcelain wall tiling
Porcelain floor tiling
Heated wall with rail and
robe hooks
Villeroy & Boch Sanitary Ware
General specification
Comfort Cooling to all apartments*
Contemporary Light Grey Oak
veneer doors throughout
White painted skirtings
and architraves
Grey Oak effect and glass mirror
wardrobes to bedroom 1 with
illuminated hanging rail
and drawers
A focus on premium materials
and a palette of natural tones
and textures creates cool, calm
interiors that are light and
refreshing spaces to live in.

Brushed steel eye-level electrical
faceplates throughout
Wiring provided for sound
system for future connection
by the purchaser

Vado brassware
White LED ceiling downlighters
throughout

Bespoke veneer effect vanity
units with mirror and internal
glass shelves

Dimmer switch to living / kitchen /
bedrooms

Marble counter top

BT, Sky and Broadband to be set
up for the first year (basic package)

Bespoke bath panel to match vanity
unit with LED feature light

Sky+HD point to living room and
bedroom 1 including 42” LED TV's

Shaver socket in chrome finish

Oversized front door

Glass bath shower screen
Purchaser's choices
Choice of three colour palettes to
include kitchens and bathrooms,
full height wardrobes and flooring
(carpet to bedrooms and tiles to
wet areas).

* The comfort cooling system is designed
to provide an ambient temperature within
the apartment for the majority of external
temperatures. This may not be achieved in
extreme temperature conditions.
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Standard
Specification

Kitchen

Microwave

3 interior design colour palettes

Warming drawer**

Lacquer and veneer effect
finish cabinets

Wine fridge

Stainless steel kitchen sink

Handleless drawers with feature
LED lights

Siemens appliances

Stone worktops and splashback

600mm oven

Waste disposal unit

600mm hob

Recycling bin

Fridge/freezer

Washer/dryer to utility cupboard

Dishwasher

Wood strip flooring
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Communals
Interior designed entrance foyer
Timber lift surround at every
floor level
Landscaped communal gardens
All corridors carpeted and decorated

** Excludes 1 bedroom apartments and
is available to selected apartments only.
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Elite
Specification

As standard specification with the
following upgrades:
Veneer and glass finish to kitchen cabinets
Instant hot water taps to kitchen
Marble wall and floor finish to bathrooms in lieu
of tiles
Sound system (with speakers to all rooms)
Mood lighting controls to living room / kitchen
Purchaser's choices
Choice of three colour palettes to
include kitchens and bathrooms,
full height wardrobes and flooring
(carpet to bedrooms and tiles to
wet areas).

Veneer skirtings and architraves to match doors
Tiled entrance hallway
Leather effect wardrobes
Sky+HD point to living room and
bedroom 1 including 55” LED TV’s
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Penthouse floor level
communal area
Panelled – finish to be specified
Marble borders
Deep pile carpet

Penthouse
Specification
As Elite with the following upgrades:

Purchaser's choices

Veneer/glass finish — Deeper kitchen units
to maximise space

Choice of three colour palettes to
include kitchens and bathrooms,
full height wardrobes and flooring
(carpet to bedrooms and tiles to
wet areas).

Double sided islands
Miele appliances
Hot plate / BBQ / hob
Extractor flush with ceiling
Tall full height wine cooler
Home automation system
Sky+HD point to living room and bedroom 1
including 70” LED TV’s
High quality wood wardrobes
Stone profiled skirting to hallway
Deep pile carpet to bedrooms
Built in BBQs to terraces
TV to master en suite
Coffee machine
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Notes

Materials

The materials selected for the
interiors at Sovereign Court reflect
its prestigious location. The focus
is on natural materials, whose tones
and textures create an immediate
sense of warmth and familiarity.
Individually-selected for their
quality and provenance, these
materials have a tangible integrity,
and an enduring beauty.

For further information please call
+44 (0) 208 741 2400
www.sovereign-court.com

